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Cover Photo : Chrissie Fire Mane Charley.

Chrissie is an powerhouse of LOVE for people and planet
who transmits her Life Journey's medicine energy through amazing projects, tours, gatherings, messaging and images that remind us of what it means to feel Inner & Outer Paradise, to live it, to protect what we love, to remember why we have come to this planet at this special time, and to powerfully step into our commitment as a Planetary Server by calling on forces way beyond the seen world outside. Her vibrant energy adds tremendous energy to YL.

Follow her on instagram @the.mana.movement
dig her Mama's Home music album at firemane.bandcamp.com
and take that energy into your home and HQ 
with YL Posters Sacred Food & Female Force

This Crash Course is your initiation 
to living That LOVE and That SPIRIT and That ADVENTURE
by doing good for people and planet and to transmit it to others,
to flocks of young people and caring adults around you in a way
aligned with ordinary daily life at home, school, work and in town.

That's big. 
So – embark on your Discovery Tour of „the real world Hogwarts School of Wizardry“, enjoy the magical beasts, wonders, hero*ines and bear with the YL 101 magic lessons delivered by Dumbledores that aid your reflection so you do not only experience what you encounter here, but also understand it and put it in the context of your life past, present and future, so that you can wield this magic. 

You need not learn all of it by heart. You will notice what's most important for you right now and remember „there was this stuff“ … and know where to find it. We Are Here To Help. But first of all  , learn the basics, get to know the Hero Feeling on your Inner Piano and explore your amazing new relations, resources and opportunities. Enjoy!

Eric

This document is used by total newbies of diverse background and culture. It has to cover all FAQ. Some may unnerve you, since you want to ride on with the Crash Course. Still, do not skip them! Walk through it patiently like on a real-world TOUR. All that you read here may be useful one day when you encounter other people! Breathe and look forward to the next exciting stories and videos!



YL COACH CERTIFICATION REQUIREMENTS

Working for YL in service to the world's finest hero*ines is an HONOR. When you meet young people with the divine mission to activate them to save Life On Earth, we can not be at your side. Hence, we need to to help you get well qualified. This Crash Course does it.
> YL Coach status requires good knowledge of youth leadership and YL.

You will have access to our global community of coaches, changemakers and youth. 
> YL Coach status requires pure spirit and realistic views on people and planet

As responsible YL Master Coaches and Community Guardians, we need to know that you covered and reflected on all YL Youth Leadership Essentials. No one will remember everything, but everybody will remember a lot and add their own wisdom, intuition and heart. And that'll be fine. 



Hence, we require three things:


1. The YL Pledge; a link will follow


2. The YL Coach Code of Conduct; a link will follow
These are our filters to guarantee the finest honorable spirit for the young people, adult allies and educators that we serve, and for YL Coaches. Breaking either means Retraction of certification, of membership and blacklisting.


3. Completion of all Reflection Forms + Exercises / Tasks in this Diary + Online

We regret to say that should these requirements not align with your convictions and plans, we cannot grant participation in the #bemoreawesome Crash Course and we cannot certify you. No hard feelings. There exist many other options, organizations and institutions for you to choose to do good with and for young people should you disagree with our way. 


�No matter what color, gender or creed,
ALL HONORABLE PEOPLE BELONG TO THE SAME TRIBE.“
Nupa Tatanka 





YL #bemoreawesome ONLINE Crash Course 
ON THESE REFLECTION FORMS

1. Ooopsi, Word docs? Really?!

We know that it is horrible to change from the super inspiring online stories and videos to cranky word documents and hard mental questions and answers. Yea, that's seriously annoying. We mean it. But, it's the only way we can do this for now. Remember that you are in training. The Exhibit is for enjoyment. The Crash Course is a pro athlete training.

Why do Reflection?
We get thousands of people from all walks of life, they are caring lovely people but newbies to mobilization, to education, feel incompetent, may remember school as a closed authoritarian place … which makes them feel insecure and sit idle. Many of us think „no one cares anyway“, which is not true at all. Reflection forms ask you to think back at your school days, your friends, what they liked, what project activities cool teachers would have loved to see, and look around at what's happening in town … so that you start discovering plenty of potentials … not just by nodding to our sermons but because from your own observation and deduction. This changes you from believer to someone that knows with conviction and knows where to go.  

Quality control of YL Coaches
We seek to empower caring people on fire to help youth, people and planet to being youth the fienst that humanity has to offer for high impact youth leadership. Our coaches / messengers / ambassadors shall represent this high quality spirit! They represent our „brand“ and this unique, trustworthy community of YOUNG PEOPLE'S BEST FRIENDS, and dream allies of teachers, councillors, journalists. Now what if people that just hunt certificates for their CV or lazy lofty talking heads turned up with the YL Flag at school and gave incompetent superficial boring presentations unable to respond to fired up youth's and teachers' questions? IT WOULD KILL young people's interest and they would not pursue this journey and enter this unique world and community of hero*ines. 
YL is a supreme quality brand and people shall know it.
You as YL Coach shall know that whoever wears this brand is a super committed, competent partner for you, of surpreme bright Spirit!  
The only way that we can track, control and filter this quality is to require passing through a solid set of stories, videos, music, thoughts (reflections) and prove to have thought about it and have gained a broad understanding (everybody will miss something, but everybody will know a lot) to use YL Guardians of Quality Control by submitting these forms.
We don't know how else we could possible guarantee this quality to YOU and YOUTH and the HERO*INES that entrust their media to us and connect with YL Coaches as Speakers and Project Partners. We cannot possible embarass them. So, � eat some word docs, move your mind and Reflect. Do the work. We have a planet to save. After this training it's just joy and freestyling!


Fill out Reflection Forms when you want!
To CERTIFY you s YL Coach, we need to receive your completed Reflection Forms when you submit them upon completion of Phase 1. This means that you can fill them out whenever you choose to. After each page, or after 6 steps or even after entire Phase 1. It's up to you. We offer them after each page, since they make you reflect on specific topics (and questions and insecurities and ideas) raised on that webpage. 


Why do we use Reflection Forms?

In a face to face workshop, 
you would be personally involved and asked to formulate and voice your opinion, view, convictions, feelings and experiences. This is a very important part of learning and integrating it in your mind, feelings and body. One forms a bond with the people that hear it, one puts an effort, some courage, an emotional force into it. It is a form of manifestation. Of making it real and it feels real. 

Why do we use word docs?

If we used online forms, 
you would be clicking buttons and fill out boxes. It would have similar effects, though much less strong. We do not use online forms, because we don't have one that allows you to go back and forth and work on it for days.  

WE USE WORD DOCUMENTS 
so that you can keep these forms for yourself, in case you want to look at them again, or work with them. Also, it makes you switch from �global electronic online YL website� to �local machine YOUR printable document� making clumsy X's into boxes amplifies reflection, conviction, memorization and manifestation. The dream world is yet to be transferred to your boring local community reality, right? So, filling these docs is a reality check. 

You get a Word doc for each Step. So they are lightweight.


2. Hero Checker Grids

You'll be super inspired by stories, and you'll want to run to the next page, meet more hero*ines, inhale videos, music and celebrate awesomeness. We know. And taking off for 2-4 minutes of reflection breaks the flow. We know. But you are also in training, and we need you to not just enjoy the spirit rush in your Heart, but we also need your Mental Body to catch up, digest, integrate it in your system and embody it in yourself.

Lest we forget. You are not here for edutainment. You are in training to learn to awaken youth at record pace and connect them to this era's greatest hero*ines to unfold their powers to end empires of dirty industry, genocide, organized crime, to heal their generation, protect future children from child rape etc., to end species extinction, restore Paradise. So be brave. You get plenty of awesomeness to enjoy, including your own!

TO GET THE MOST OUT OF THIS CRASH COURSE
= to enable you to inspire, involve, empower others

1. You want to generally remember the stories.

2. You want to remember Hero*ines' particularities.

TO HELP YOU WITH THIS
we add Hero Checker Grids where you rate their cuteness factor, genius, badassesness, whether they are available as speaker, as project partner etc. This subjective Rating exercise helps shift from passive viewer to becoming active, strengthen your conviction, trust your feelings, ideas, include own experiences and become part.

YOU BECOME A GREAT VIVID COACH 
as you shuffle such fun anecdotes, detail insights and highlights into your conversations, consultations, coachings and Group Crash Courses.

It makes you competent to help people find their perfect tools and partners
as a good „FESTIVAL AND OLYMPICS GUIDE“ 

Hence, ENJOY the Reflection and making notes in your word doc, 
like taking notes in your journal on your safari tour
like a quick snack or toilet break before you jump back on the jeep 
like a quick moment to breathe before you dive in again

and get ever closer to living this adventure FOR REAL. Oh, exciiiiting!
Now let's get started!


#BeMoreAwesome Online Crash Course Phase 1 
Step 1 First Impressions

Reflection Form

Awesomeness! Let's get a grip on what we've just seen. 

We know you are in happy flow and would love to ride on right away, but we are in training, and as YL Coach there are things to become conscious about and memorize and learn … when we reflect on what we have discivered and how we have experienced it. We have 14 swift * bright uplifting questions full of love * that will lead on to blissful enlightenment. Trust the process. The sun is shining. We have candy for you.
 
Let your responses flow. No need to be complicated. Quick and short is fine. Let the sentence be spoken that wants to be spoken. Long is welcome, too. 

Remember AURORA, The River --- express yourself freely, let your brain not hold you back.

We'll ask you straight away what we ask at the end of Group Crash Courses.
Please make an X in a box (you can delete the text)

Is this kind of high impact youth leadership new to you?
No






I had no idea kids could do this

Is it boring or inspiring?
Boring







Beyond amazing

Is it important for this young generation?
No, it's dangerous






Game changer

Should everybody know?
No, it's irrelevant






Absolutely! Now!

Should it be present at all schools? in class, clubs etc
Doesn't belong in school





At all, by law

Are you willing to take part? 
� in youth actions (as youth) � in making this possible for the young generation, supporting teen hero*ines, in your work ... not limited to YL but IN GENERAL 
That's not for me


On occasion

That's my dream life!



If you are a bubbly person and like the idea � feel free to record your responses on video. You have seen how uplifting it is to hear people's authentic feelings. So, if you are on fire or in tears � your authentic testimonial is precious for us YL Crew and � if you permit that it be shared, remixed in YL media � the public. 

If you do, please make sure that lighting and sound are good. And the focus. We don't need to see your feet or the sky. 


Imagine we interview you with a microphone. We smile :-)

Q1 Please describe how you have experienced these first pages of stories, films and music. Your feelings, thoughts …


Q2 What was most surprising?


Q3 What impressed you most?


Q4 What heart-touching moments do you remember?


Q5 Did the videos considerably enrich your experience?


Q6 The music – Power To The People of Earth Guardians. What do you say?


Q7 Can you recommend us videos of similar power? We'd love to. You can send us links at any time in the future. No hurry.


Q8 Are the activities feasible? Does one need years of experience?


Q9 Would you (have) enjoy(ed) such spirit and activities at your school?  


Q10 Would you enjoy seeing such youth crews in your town's streets?


Q11 Would you enjoy somehow being close to them, be part of their activities? 


Q12 If you could contribute to their initiatives, how would that make you feel?


Q13 If you could meet them in person, what does that make you feel? 


Q14 Do you have a favorite that you'd immediately like to contribute, join, or other?

Q15 Imagine your school (with 1,000 students) or company (with 20 to 100 employees) or group of friends (20 + their friends, families, …) for a FUN CHALLENGE for all of you to take action for as many Hero*ines as you like over 1 week. You can imagine the needs and activities. Which activities would you personally feel compelled to contribute to? 


Changemaker
Make a X for those you join
Special Ideas that come to mind, want to be expressed? 
Babar (his school)


Cassandra (turn grease into fuel)


Jen (handmade cards for hospitalized kids)


Gabrielle (donate food, dont dump)


Alisha (creative lessons for homeless / abandoned children)


Emma (good books for schools in remote suffering aboriginal communities)


Ana (restore a watershed, river, involve 11-13 year old students)




Would you feel content creating and sending Jen only 3 cards with your group? 
Or sending only $10€, 10 books as an entire school?
 
Speak spontaneously � what numbers do you feel is a proper result for your group?



Changemaker
Number you feel good with
Got special thoughts? 
Babar – fundraise, meet online


Cassandra - donate used cooking oils


Jen - handmade cards for hospitalized kids


Gabrielle - collect still good food, donate don't dump it


Alisha - creative lessons for homeless / abandoned children


Emma - good books for schools in remote suffering aboriginal communities


Ana - restore a watershed, river, involve 11-13 year old students



Remember AURORA, The River --- speak Your feelings. Yours. 
Did your brain clutter interfere? Such as „people won't care“, „how would this be possible“, „how would we package and ship that“  It can happen. Say „I say No to getting distracted. Clarity, Clarity, Clarity, Truth, Truth, Truth“ and write it down like lightning without „analyzing“ :-) No joke 


THANK YOU. 

May we use your feedback as public testimonial? Give your true, honest answer, We do not judge you. YL means being true to your Heart and your limits. Please mark an X behind your response.

Yes
No
With name
anonymous



As you can imagine, MANY people feel extremely positively moved by such stories and videos.

THIS IS GREAT NEWS FOR YOU 

since it means that when you as YL Coach share such stories online, call friends to take part to reach a milestone, make offers to teachers, guide a Crash Course, you can be confident that you are welcome, get pleasant responses and that many people love to interact, be part and will ask all sorts of questions on … good stuff.

WITH THIS HAPPY FEELING

we'll show you the amazing thing that happens when we use these stories with YOUNG PEOPLE at school. 

Check this out.


What do you think how many people put their cross very far to the right?
In %
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90
100



In Group Crash Courses, we use Bullseye graphics. Unfortunately, we cannot upload word documents with embedded pictures to our website.  You can imagine Bulls Eye graphics like we use for darts or bow and arrow shooting. 
 
Normally at end of any workshop, energy drops, it's „thank you, byebye“, people are asked for feedback, but they want to get out and writing feedback is boring, takes too long, one has to wait for pencils... 

We use Bulls Eye graphics just before the end.

We ask students to put 1 DOT in each.

It's done super fast + results are visible to all 
In school classes, the typical response is

90+% are near centre for the questions Q1-5 we asked you above.

This destroys the idea that иouth don't care�. 

To Q6 „are you willing to take part“ 
� 5-10+% respond yes to joining a club
� 10+% respond no, that's not for me
� 70+% say on occasion, it depends

That's excellent. They are frank and realize but when this Coach is gone, they don't know if it's going to be fun with Ms. Schmitt and Valerie talking so much. 

5-10% per class is 1 to 3 students. Think of a school. With 20 classes. That's 20 to 60. Some schools have 100 classes. It's any army, equipped with all our toole,s partners for year-round action, backed by 70% of peers who buy cake, smoothies, remember hero*ines, donate for Babar's school, ask how he'*s doing, listen to latest music and join activities. 



That's great! 
This is what YOU can ignite. You see, at YL we take world change serious. Being a YL Coach ... is something … special. 


These questions are a magic wand in your hands

Is high impact youth leadership new to you?
Is it boring or inspiring?
Is it important for this young generation?
Should everybody know?
Should it exist at your school?

In class, this result is particularly interesting, since such heartfelt topics are rarely spoken and opened in school setting and among classmates, few of which are trusted friends, many are indifferent, some are idiots and bullies. 

But after a 90 min immersion in youth Leadership, all students presented a hero*ine story, listened to each other, viewied best films and music clips, most have shifted to their noble self, FOR REAL, + for the first time in their life they experience that almost all students agree on one thing together, and it's doing good for people and planet as a priority + respect for hero*ines � which lays a foundation of respect for those that decide to form a Changemaker Student Club � backed the whole student community � who contribute on occasion, buy best brownies, donate books, know who it goes to, ask what's the latest news from Babar, join the cardmaking party �

This feedback, readiness, passion is unprecedented, it is spectacular. It's simple, but one needs magical stories, immediate action opportunities... HEART!

	+ teachers declare „I love this, and I'll back you with all I can. What's next?!“
	+ with simple steps one can guide students to first actions, do poster exhibits, set up FUNdraiser stands, guide Crash Courses in other classes etc.
	+ we have cool ways to activate parents, sustain action. 


You are only on page 1 ;-) and we think you already have understood the essence of our work. And your opportunities. 
We have sketched the outlines. From now on, everything is adding colors, brushes and grand canvasses for you to play with.
We think it's a lovely wide wave with glittering sunlight and dolphins in the surf! 


�No matter what color or creed, all honorable people belong to the same tribe.�
Uncle Tubulls, Nupa Tatanka

We may add „No matter what gender or age or experience.“

THANK YOU FOR BEING HERE :-)
on the road to #bemoreawesome


Q16 Is there something else that you would like to tell or ask or share with us? Please be welcome. We hear you.




Shall we continue?

Speaking of you … you are 1. You can activate entire schools and cities.

Let's see what 1 KID can do.


#BeMoreAwesome Online Crash Course Phase 1
Step 4 WHAT 1 KID CAN DO

Reflection Form


Your most powerful asset as YL Coach are hero*ine stories. Each represents a solution. Each inspires a different kind of people. Each has differents resources and superpowers. 
You will meet many hero*ines fast on the Crash Course.
This little tool will help you better remember their particular characteristics.

ALICIA
FOOD
10


Advanced
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inspiring
Lives impacted
Easy
badass
cute
fun
Heart-warming
Mind opening speaker
Strong video

Trains others
Yes

Needed in my town

Fit for age 5+
Yes

Needed in my country

Fit for age 12+
Yes

Certainly there exist people that love it

Fit as school activity
Yes

I know someone that can make use of this story, solution, contact, tool (list names)
Superpower
Many Actions


YL Speaker
Yes

I can contribute to / do this easily, soon (text)
Project Partner 
-


Travel Destination
-




Q 1 How did you experience Alicia's story?




Q 2 What are your thoughts on parents' role etc.? 
(we say that youth must be entirely in control, and adults only support on demand; keywords � pure passion, inner compass, safe space)




Q 3 Do you have worries / questions to us?




Keep in mind that Alicia is very busy with wrestling, with her siblings, does well at school and still has a lot of time to do her projects, like plantings, seed libraries, volunteering for charitable activities. It's not like she was isolated, bored or missing out on other spheres of life. She just choses to use the time that others spend on 4 hours of gaming, phone chatting, being bored, hanging around malls … to DO something for people and planet. 


Q 4 Is it realistic that children in your region could live like Alicia? 



Q 5 They need ideas. Do they need other? Does she need other?



Q 6 What do you think will help kids and teens awaken to the idea of making changemaking their lifestyle?



Q 7 How might Adult Allies help spark this awakening? How might they help sustain and evolve it?



Q 8 Would you enjoy it, if you saw such active teens in your streets, your neighborhood, and in other neighborhoods that you drive through? 



Q 9 If no / don't care / yes --- why?




Q 10 Do you believe that other people might enjoy it? 



Q11 How might these age / professional groups perceive it? 

Group
Perception 
Why?
Children


Teenagers


Twens


Parents / Families


Seniors


Teachers


Journalists


Councillors


Civil society


Entrepreneurs


Other













Q 12 Have you heard young people express themselves on youth / public space? What did they say?





Q 13 Have you heard adults express themselves on youth / public space? What did they say? 




Think of caring kids. They are often alone, in their family or peer group, and they have limited means to travel. How can Adult Allies help them?


Q 14 What role can PLACES / SPACES play to spark, sustain, evolve youth activities for people and planet in general and in public? 




Q 15 Do you know such spaces? Are they really cool? What would the best imaginable places look like, what's happening there, what makes them great? 




Q 16 Anything else you'd like to add? 






A few words from Eric to new YL Coaches on TEEN HERO*INES FOLLOWING THEIR OWN MOTIVATION

We have already said it in Essential Insight #3 : 
Child and Teenage Changemakers act from their own motivation.

I cannot emphasize this enough and will elaborate on this further.

You can imagine that I say NO! To energies that SABOTAGE positive change. 

The energy of a strong NO! is charged with the energy of a bear mom roaring to protect her babies without any consideration of the attacker. It is sacred RAGE. It is the Spirit of Life protecting Life.
It is important to understand that only a strong No! Enables feeling a strong Yes!

As YL Captain feeling love for all kids, plants and animals on Earth in action #fulltimeforfuture to protect them and help them florish and live a life of peace, bliss and abundance, and knowing that all the solutions exist, I am extremely angry at  all those who hurt, feed on and eliminate Life and the Living out of idiocy and ignorance – and especially at those in positions of responsibility and influence who consciously do not choose to give peace, bliss and abundance but do the opposite and cripple others from taking action.
I say NO! to energies that sabotage YL; to energies that sabotage youth; to energies that sabotage YOU on your heartfelt mission to evoke GRAND GOOD, and with YL, you can activate many schools, thousands of youth, entire regions throughout your life and evoke enormous good. I freak out in rage if that's sabotaged! I will not permit it.

Hence, in this energy of NO! and very strictly, I will talk of some concrete matters, starting with some BS that people say in response to seeing teen hero*ine stories.
This is something that YOU are likely to encounter. If you follow my chanin of thought and feeling, you can create a SHIELD against bad interferences.
As a YL Coach on fire to activate youth to evoke positive change, this is relevant for you.  Or for others that you may encounter. So just read this and check how it applies to you.

In failing societies without active youth many adults or even 15+ year old youth will say "it has to be their ambitious parents", like one knows from parents whipping their kids to success and pushing them onto podiums.
This makes Eric explore in rage, since
	people of non-heroic, failing adult and youth population have zero clue
	they base it only on their assumptions, like monarchists said democracy would mean mobsl bashing heads in the streets
	which is based on utter ignorance, on lack of education and in fact it is simply stupid
	which is precisely why we liken it to monarchists minions whose moron views had zero value for positive change to ending the brutal rule of torture and shifting to democracy
	likewise, the Unsustainable Society's inhabitants' views have zero value for positive change to a sustainable, peaceful, thriving society

AND the claim "it has to be their ambitious parents" implies like a law of nature that
(a) there cannot be responsible parents, and
(b) there cannot be self-motivated intelligent child and teenage youth with heart and wit to do such things,
which frankly and purposefully bluntly spoken is  
	a false and very frighteningly sicke and sickening view of children, youth, parents, humans, society and the future
	damning this young generation to forever staying incompetent like failing adult generations lacking heart and wit to do simple high impact things like the kids that you have seen on these first 3 pages  

so anyone who rigidly says such … basically stands in front of a class and school and openly says  
"it cannot be true, it has to be their ambitious parents"
"there exist no responsible parents"
"there cannot be self-motivated intelligent child and teenage changemakers that know what needs doing"
"the people composing these stories must be fradulous liars that intentionally mislead you"  

This cripples kids' trust, dreams, hopes, energies that it sabotages positive change. This is the kind of stuff that dictatorships' propaganda assholes do to smear good people. It is one of the worst crimes and most disgusting forms of behavior that sabotages positive change. Shamans call it black magic, sorcery, putting a veil around people's eyes, hearts and hands. This is exxtreme sabotage of positive change. 
You may very well remark that the people are not aware of it. Yes, idiots, but the effect is the same! They sabotage positive change for many, because they cannot simply shut up about something that have absolutely zero knowledge of! They only project their own incompetence and lack of heart on others. And I will not permit it. I silence those people (in a quick, smart gentle way) or get them out. Right away. No tolerance, samourai way.

I highlight it here this bluntly, so that
	you can check our mindset on infection with such a bug based on utter lack of knowledge, experience and respect
	we protect our YL Coaches from being hurt by such idiotic statements by ignorant people running on an obsolete Operating System and displaying extremely disrespectful behavior! Once again, hurtling such a statement at a YL Coach representing a community of the world's finest, most decorated hero*ines, based on mere assumptions that make zero sense but reflect an entirely broken worldview completely out of synch with reality IS extremely disrespectful behavior.  
	we protect the majority of sane children or youth in class from getting infested by such a rigid authoritarian statement that crushes their gentle heart's hopes, feelings and visions AND sabotages their chance to turn their feelings and vision into action aligned with their dearest wishes and NEEDS of their generation to reduce abominable existing and emerging suffering

So, truly, this is a matter that IS sacred to me and to YL, because this is a matter of SPIRIT - of the Spirit that opens up feelings, vision and action for positive change or of the *opposite* of a dark spirit sorcery like lockdown of change, which in today's context truly is a Crime Against Life on Earth.

So, it should stick with you FOREVER so that any fart along "it has to be their ambitious parents" pearls off your LUMINOUS SHIELD and you remember a few terms to put the untrue statement in its place ("that's a false assumption, we know these people, responsible parents and it becomes very visible once one reads their story, views their videos, sees them act over time and meets them for real. And once one starts doing such projects oneself. So, drop the doubt, sit back, discover"), and thereby put that person in its place, sit back and be silent and learn and heal. Or get contained so the virus doesn't spread. AND turn and fopcus to the POSITIVE, to the GROUP and to the MISSION of showing hero*ines and guiding through the process of stories, videos and music ... so the Spirit can get experienced.

I will fiercely protect these finest Hearts and their parents ... and our Coaches … and our little ones in class ... and our caring adults yearning for solutions … from dysfunctional people's bullshit and smear attacks, I will not let incompetent people sabotage humanity's finest who are our sole Hope.

This said, whenever you run into insecurities, not-knowing, problems, dreams as YL Coach, talk to me! Remember: Our purpose 
	is not to convince anyone who doesn't care, through talking
	is to help the caring ones manifest their good dreams for people and planet in action

It is a sacred moment and space. It is an initiation into youth leadership Spirit. It is a crossing of the DOOR into the magical world of the real world Hogwarts. It is the upgrade from a win 95 to an open source high speed OS aligned with the Living Planet and cosmic energy.
Do not dilute that energy. Do not waste lifetime. Do not lose entire groups and schools through false tolerance of letting other useless blabla BS capture and sabotage your Crash Course. 
Likewise, let no such BS dilute your own online Crash Course, initiation and entry. If you have any such BS programming crap left in your brain, just calmly lock it away or lay it in the trashbin like an old rusty armor.
I AM HERE TO HELP. 
#fulltimeforfuture

Greta and her parents, by the way, are 100% true. 
I'll just affirm this for you, in case that people reiterate the moronic myth pooped on social media by failing morons that she was manipulated by her parents or by the super rich … so you don't fall into doubt. She IS hyper pure. The hardcore heartcore „savages“, Lakota Plans Tribes see her Spirit. They have welcomed Greta on the Land and given her the name Woman That Came From the Heavens.“

We just don't feature Greta and #fridaysforfuture in YL because that's 1970s protest directed at national government and no relevant change comes from there. Like back in times of monarchy. 
As Greta affirms, zero change has happened after 2 years of incessant global protest and permanent presence in media, talkshows and parliaments. So, what's clear is – now everybody knows of climate change and growing catastrophe. Now, gradually, it dawns on people that government is not nice, competent people and that they will have to learn and implement solutions themselves … and the more they catch up with world experts and the truth of life and societies … they realize that climate change cannot be stopped and shift to creating resilience, and to lay their HANDS on healing and strengthening the Land and on healing and strengthening the People.   
Greta perfectly lives her purpose of guiding millions through the self-therapy of awakening to the fact that their naive innocent trust and belief in decision-makers in dirty industry and politics being honorable people that they are made to look in their well-crafted PR advertizing appearances with all the right rhetoric. There's more virtues to the phenomenon that I explain in a video in the YL Academy that you can view on the youth-leader.org website. 
And then, please upgrade from standing behind the experts to joining the ranks of the changemakers and get things done that matters.
YL is only the new paradigm of citizens implementing solutions and collaborating with good people in local city councils. That's entirely different from #fridays activities.

Let's be straight - if you do not trust the youth, if you do not trust Eric - based only on your assumptions, on fantasies copy-pasted from your entourage of non-achieving youth and adults, from BS online from other non-achievers, on your personal non-experience of teenage changemakers … then why would you have any interest and get involved with YL and youth leadership anyway? If that's the case that leave right here and now.
  
I am very adamant about this for 3 reasons.
	So you don't waste TIME.
	So you dont distract anyone
	So no one hurts YOU. 
Don't permit anyone to throw such BS into your mind or your interactions with youth, with adults, or on your social media page!


FOR YOUR WELL-BEING AS A YL COACH

I HAVE SEEN what such dark sorcery statements do to people, Crash Courses and groups. It destroys them. You might then better NOT have given the Course!! Why? Because participants will think and even tell others „yeeeah, we've seen it but it's a fraud, it has no value“ … which sabotages all kids in class from ever looking at youth leadership and its enormous potentials … which can evens abotage other school classes!!!!!
So really NEVER let anyone come up with such blabla in your Crash Course. Do NOT enter DISCUSSION! Stay strictly to practice and the process of FOCUS on solutions, achieving young changemakers, on the group's own genuine feelings and on action. 
Also, remember : with YL we do only * tangible * solutions, projects! No discussions about ideologies etc blabla that never lead to anything. Likewise, during Crash Courses 
	keep the focus
	the people in the group are all newbies to this sport
	none of them have rocked projects with tangible impact on live, land, learning, laws, industries
	they know nothing of this sport and its spirit
	hence they cannot have an opinion with weight


BUT YOU KNOW after your many hours with the Crash Course and having felt the kids on video and having heard from their mom Monika is Alicia's case !!! 

So, it is ONLY your view and wisdom that matters here, like when introducing total newbies to a new sport or music. They have no clue. 

Hence the session is for those that care to learn more 
	on teen hero*ines that succeed
	on youth leadership 
	on YL tools and partners to start with flying banners

and change lives, land, learning, laws and industries at record pace
like their hero*ine peers

Those that have no interest – okay – not obliged to take part. Like every sport or music, it's not for everybody. But the Heavy Metal fans shall stay respectful in a group session on Classical Music or Hip Hop and not fart nonsense comments. Likewise, respect. 
At school, one can never please everybody. Hence, 
	they shall not expect that everybody like this port or music
	YOU shall not expect yourself to please everybody, nor everybody to like it

but YOU know what's important, and you have seen it mirrored by young people's FEEDBACK to the Crash Course that 
	youth leadership is new to them 
	fascinating, highly inspiring
	important for their generation
	everybody should know of it
	should be present at their school 

hence the #1 priority MISSION is to give vivid impression of this phenomenon and then it's up to them to decide if they wish to use the knowledge and tools and support to create a good world … or not.  

ONE WORD ON PARENT-PUSHED YOUTH 

I know the field very, very well, and what's been going on for decades. 

There exist some well known teenage activists where the parents play a very strong role, overrule them, hide them, command them around, are in charge of the operation or push them for fame.

They are very few.

The few youth that do tangible projects but are twisted by their parents � which means it is NOT * YOUTH LEADERSHIP * even though it appears to the uneducated global public staring at people on stages � in mainstream media that know nothing of true young and adult changemakers � 

WE DO NOT EVEN MENTION THEM. We entirely ignore them. You won't find them in YL. And that's because we only present the finest role models
	so no kid or coach ever gets disappointed
	so we do not mislead anyone with false hopes and ideas
	because ONLY TRUTH helps
	because caring kids and adults deserve only humanity's finest since every inch, every ounce, every minute matters for positive change in a time that 150 species get extinct every single day.


Good news is : such parent-dominated young changemakers are VERY RARE.

Why rare? It's actually quite common sense: adults are mental and might sustain a fake ethical mask over time, but for children and teens with their own inner alchemy „doing good“ can hardly be faked over longer time.

There's a 2nd type. That's youth that do lukewarm charitable activities to gain credits at school and for their CV. That actually happens, and not just a bit(!) in some regions, since �obligation to gain credits for doing good� is widespread and when it's not voluntarily, it always creates such dirt. 

There's also 殿dvocacy activists and loudmouth eloquent speakers that are � �not pure� but charged with ego. In fact � many. Remember: in YL, we don't do protests, inspiring speakers and talkers. Only tangible projects :-)

So, this works very well as a filter.

We don't want that in YL and we do pretty well to keep it out by emphasizing
	adults inspire as coaches etc
	adults only support on-demand
	it must be voluntary, since like in sport in music, everyone has his/her fav's and those not on fire for positive change shall know it exists but not take part!
	We do awesome stuff, lukewarm boring folks don't enter the club and clan community  


We also say that YL is not to get ab-used 
	by pushing the broken anti-social to YL spaces to get socialized
	while sending disharmonious energies to other youth and YL staff

since that will alienate gentle social youth and make the group underperform or fall apart. No!

YL is for those on fire for positive change
	their long-term presence functions as role model for others
	their long-term activities involve others

and this is how others can warm up for it in their own time. Or not. 
This sport and music is not for everybody. We offer it to those that LOVE it.

This is how we keep SPIRIT up. This is how we keep IMPACT up. 

This is how we keep the BRAND as a seal of quality for all kids, youth, teachers, parents, city councillors, supporters.

If you get people in that SUCK, then many others will feel and say „ah, YL is not so much fun and awesome after all, I'm leaving and don't recommend it, because there's shitty people.“
 
You see – that would sabotage the entire mission and potential. 

And I rage NO! to that and will not permit it. AND SO SHALL YOU!

Because this way you create and protect that sacred space of awesome for yourself and the loving gentle kids and adult allies to work miracles and enjoy their company for decades to come.

If you don't protect that you will destroy that and your dream life ahead. #dontbestoopid


So, you can trust in Eric's adamant ulta exxxtreme quality control. And when you have nagging questions – ASK THEM to Eric in person, because WE CARE FOR YOU so you can live your good aspirations for people and planet to the fullest. 


Okay, we have ticked this off.

From now on, it's only fun! 

Let's go. 

Now we're really getting started. 

Trust your Feelings.

You are backed.

Enjoy your enthusiasm.

#bemoreawesome






#BeMoreAwesome Online Crash Course Phase 1 
Step 5 MOBILIZERS

Reflection Form

Shala-lu-la!
We hope this has updated your view of young people.
And what can happen as a Generation of youth growing up with youth leadership at school. Okay, after this tropical rainshower of impressions, let's secure some GEMS.

ERICA
MOBILIZER
10


Advanced






9









8









7









6









5









4









3









2









1










inspiring
Lives impacted
Easy
badass
cute
fun
Heart-warming
Mind opening speaker
Strong video

Trains others


Needed in my town

Fit for age 5+


Needed in my country

Fit for age 12+


Certainly there exist people that love it

Fit as school activity


I know someone that can make use of this story, solution, contact, tool (list names)
Superpower



YL Speaker
-

I can contribute to / do this easily, soon (text)
Project Partner 
-


Travel Destination
-






ALEXANDRA
MOBILIZER
10


Advanced






9









8









7









6









5









4









3









2









1










inspiring
Lives impacted
Easy
badass
cute
fun
Heart-warming
Mind opening speaker
Strong video

Trains others
YES

Needed in my town

Fit for age 5+


Needed in my country

Fit for age 12+


Certainly there exist people that love it

Fit as school activity


I know someone that can make use of this story, solution, contact, tool (list names)
Superpower



YL Speaker


I can contribute to / do this easily, soon (text)
Project Partner 
-


Travel Destination
-




MACKENZIE
MOBILIZER
10


Advanced






9









8









7









6









5









4









3









2









1










inspiring
Lives impacted
Easy
badass
cute
fun
Heart-warming
Mind opening speaker
Strong video

Trains others
YES

Needed in my town

Fit for age 5+


Needed in my country

Fit for age 12+


Certainly there exist people that love it

Fit as school activity


I know someone that can make use of this story, solution, contact, tool (list names)
Superpower



YL Speaker


I can contribute to / do this easily, soon (text)
Project Partner 
-


Travel Destination
-




RACHEL BARGE
MOBILIZER
10


Advanced






9









8









7









6









5









4









3









2









1










inspiring
Lives impacted
Easy
badass
cute
fun
Heart-warming
Mind opening speaker
Strong video

Trains others
YES

Needed in my town

Fit for age 5+


Needed in my country

Fit for age 12+


Certainly there exist people that love it

Fit as school activity


I know someone that can make use of this story, solution, contact, tool (list names)
Superpower



YL Speaker
-

I can contribute to / do this easily, soon (text)
Project Partner 
-


Travel Destination
-





XIUHTEZCATL
MOBILIZER
10


Advanced






9









8









7









6









5









4









3









2









1










inspiring
Lives impacted
Easy
badass
cute
fun
Heart-warming
Mind opening speaker
Strong video

Trains others
YES

Needed in my town

Fit for age 5+


Needed in my country

Fit for age 12+


Certainly there exist people that love it

Fit as school activity


I know someone that can make use of this story, solution, contact, tool (list names)
Superpower
MUSIC


YL Speaker
-

I can contribute to / do this easily, soon (text)
Project Partner 
-


Travel Destination
-





Q 1 Well, what do you say?





Q 2 Have you heard of youth changing industries, school and university campuses before? 





Q 3 What value might these stories have for young people in your country? And in other countries than yours?





Q 4 How does this set of stories empower caring teachers? 





Q 5 If you see value in them, how might youth and teachers gain access to this set of stories?





#BeMoreAwesome Online Crash Course Phase 1 
Step 6 FUN, MAGIC, ADVENTURE

Reflection Form

Shala-lu-la!
We hope this has updated your view of young people.
And what can happen as a Generation of youth growing up with youth leadership at school. Okay, after this tropical rainshower of impressions, let's secure some GEMS.

HOLLEY
MOBILIZER
10


Advanced






9









8









7









6









5









4









3









2









1










inspiring
Lives impacted
Easy
badass
cute
fun
Heart-warming
Mind opening speaker
Strong video

Trains others


Needed in my town

Fit for age 5+


Needed in my country

Fit for age 12+


Certainly there exist people that love it

Fit as school activity


I know someone that can make use of this story, solution, contact, tool (list names)
Superpower
Song


YL Speaker
Yes

I can contribute to / do this easily, soon (text)
Project Partner 
-


Travel Destination
-



Q 1 How have you experienced Holley's music video?




Q 2 We like this as an example how bright hearted and witted youth presence boosts and changes ambience of adult gatherings to THE POSITIVE and also makes it more appealing to attend, for youth, for families, and it generates more photos and stories.

What's your ideas, thoughts on this? Have you had experiences of this sort?




LULU
MOBILIZER
10


Advanced






9









8









7









6









5









4









3









2









1










inspiring
Lives impacted
Easy
badass
cute
fun
Heart-warming
Mind opening speaker
Strong video

Trains others
Yes

Needed in my town

Fit for age 5+


Needed in my country

Fit for age 12+


Certainly there exist people that love it

Fit as school activity


I know someone that can make use of this story, solution, contact, tool (list names)
Superpower
Philanthro-Parties


YL Speaker
Yes

I can contribute to / do this easily, soon (text)
Project Partner 
-


Travel Destination
-




Q 3 Well, what do you say?




Q 4 How do you usually respond when you come along charitable fundraisers in public?




Q 5 How would you respond to a merry LemonAID Warriors stand on the roadside, a public square, waterfront, fest – or at school during lunch breaks? 




Q 6 Which Philanthro-Party you have seen on this page would you instantly join?




Q 7 How often and what kind of teenage fundraising have you experienced in your town in life? 




Q 8 How much have you seen in newspapers, on television?




Q 9 How much have you heard of from schools, school fests?




Q 10 If someone organized Philanthro-Parties at your school, workplace, circle of friends, sports club, in public – would you find that's a generally uplifting thing?




Q 11 Do you think it would uplift life at school, at work, in town?




Q 12 Can you see yourself in a role in Philanthro-Parties like you have seen here? 




Q 13 Can you imagine to co-organize one? Where? What theme? What cause? For a hero*ine you have seen? (there'll be many more)






VIDEOS

Inspiring on scale from 1-10
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
Nerdygirls












Q 14 What say?





Super Awesome Maker Silvia











Q 15 What say?





Kid President












Q 16 what say?







Q 17 Do you know of videos to recommend to us? We'd love to hear your tips.




Q 18 Anything else?




#BeMoreAwesome Online Crash Course Phase 1 
Step 7 Development

Reflection Form

One is a bit out of words. One can only say AWESOME. This said though – considering what small stories of good and nonsense the many meainstream, lifestyle, youth and civil society media are repor on … how is it even possible that you haven't heard of these? How is it possible that after half a century of civil society and school teachers whining about „those poor suffering children in Africa etc“ these stories and kind of activities are not at every school on Earth? So, you know, as a YL'er the awesome is mixed with outrage. And determination. Maybe this mix of feelings with bubble up in you as you get to see the incompetence and low quality in governance, media and education. So, forget those losers. Let's focus on the genius youth :

Q 1 So, how have you experienced watching this page and videos? What revelations or thoughts or memories, moments, feelings, wishes rushed through you? 


ETHAN
DEVELOPMENT
10


Advanced






9









8









7









6









5









4









3









2









1










inspiring
Lives impacted
Easy
badass
cute
fun
Heart-warming
Mind opening speaker
Strong video

Trains others


Needed in my town

Fit for age 5+


Needed in my country

Fit for age 12+


Certainly there exist people that love it

Fit as school activity


I know someone that can make use of this story, solution, contact, tool (list names)
Superpower



YL Speaker
-

I can contribute to / do this easily, soon (text)
Project Partner 
-


Travel Destination
-



MICAH
DEVELOPMENT
10


Advanced






9









8









7









6









5









4









3









2









1










inspiring
Lives impacted
Easy
badass
cute
fun
Heart-warming
Mind opening 
Strong video

Trains others


Needed in my town

Fit for age 5+


Needed in my country

Fit for age 12+


Certainly there exist people that love it

Fit as school activity


I know someone that can make use of this story, solution, contact, tool (list names)
Superpower



YL Speaker
-

I can contribute to / do this easily, soon (text)
Project Partner 
-


Travel Destination
-



NEHA
DEVELOPMENT
10


Advanced






9









8









7









6









5









4









3









2









1










inspiring
Lives impacted
Easy
badass
cute
fun
Heart-warming
Mind opening
Strong video

Trains others


Needed in my town

Fit for age 5+


Needed in my country

Fit for age 12+


Certainly there exist people that love it

Fit as school activity


I know someone that can make use of this story, solution, contact, tool (list names)
Superpower



YL Speaker
Yes

I can contribute to / do this easily, soon (text)
Project Partner 
Yes


Travel Destination
-



NAMASTE NEPAL
DEVELOPMENT
10


Advanced






9









8









7









6









5









4









3









2









1










inspiring
Lives impacted
Easy
badass
cute
fun
Heart-warming
Mind opening speaker
Strong video

Trains others


Needed in my town

Fit for age 5+


Needed in my country

Fit for age 12+


Certainly there exist people that love it

Fit as school activity


I know someone that can make use of this story, solution, contact, tool (list names)
Superpower



YL Speaker
-

I can contribute to / do this easily, soon (text)
Project Partner 
-


Travel Destination
-




CRAIG
DEVELOPMENT
10


Advanced






9









8









7









6









5









4









3









2









1










inspiring
Lives impacted
Easy
badass
cute
fun
Heart-warming
Mind opening speaker
Strong video

Trains others


Needed in my town

Fit for age 5+


Needed in my country

Fit for age 12+


Certainly there exist people that love it

Fit as school activity


I know someone that can make use of this story, solution, contact, tool (list names)
Superpower



YL Speaker
-

I can contribute to / do this easily, soon (text)
Project Partner 
-


Travel Destination
-




Speaking of development ...

Q 2 Essential Insight #5 WE LIVE THE SDGs � IN ACTION is a slogan that we at YL use to promote our offers, highlight our unique signature and raise attention � and people respond well. Concerning the UN's Sustainable Development Goals, which you may or may not have heard much about yet � 

 
� seeing these examples of youth impacting many lives, also in the context of school education � through student clubs �
	does it ring a bell on SDGs and how you have seen them communicated so far?
	does it affect your feelings about „development“, „helping people in poverty“?

We don't expect it of you. This is an open question. It's possible that you totally don't care about these terms and topics. That's okay, we all have different focus for doing good for people and planet!!! 




YL and SDGs. 

Us and the youth don't act „because someone in administrations that never got anything done now talks of SDGs“. We include SDGs in our communication for one single reason : the SDGs are en vogue all over Earth until 2030, also at schools, in administrations, in civil society, and many funding applications to day require that one specifies in detail what SDG one addresses and how one contributes to its achievement. This means that many people in society are now wired for SDGs, and they only have the common stuff … which means that they lack high quality content, activities and partners for making HIGH IMPACT. It's just blahblah or tiny stuff as usual. That's not enough, and no longer satisfying, especially for youth whose hearts and on forest fire because the world is burning and, and, and … this list can get very long. Also, in SDG communications, via websites and presentations, you see very few active citizens or youth. One doesn't get a sense of inclusion, concrete model solutions, options to join and make relevant impact. We playfully speak of adding the missing SDG 18 Active Citizenship and its crown jewel 18.1 Youth Leadership. You understand what we mean, and youth like it. Keep this for yourself for now. No need to provoke people over their not awesomeness. The point is that YOU comprehend what's going on with SDGs, the potentials, the weaknesses, the opportunities … and HOW WE CAN HELP PEOPLE THAT SEEK TO DO GOOD with our outstanding offers with focus on high impact + youth leadership + use in education and beyond. 

Summed up for you, we – and that includes you as YL Coach – have unique offers for all environments that address SDGs. 

It is a good angle for us to present our offers, gain attention and win ADULT ALLIES... to organize Crash Courses at schools + win new Changemaker Student Clubs for our global Tribe + offer Project Partnerships with hero*ines like Babar, Neha and many others so that schools can join rolling projects to learn, plan, many options to take part, add ideas, make remarkable impact, feel their agency, go visit and experience how they shape the future of entire regions. All these things are in YL and you get to read them again and again – because it is new + spectacular + a unique offer to make schools, cities etc. and to spark and amplify youth leadership with enormous impact on lives and land.

Q 3 Any questions, remarks in this regard?





Joining rolling projects.

Neha and Craig give opportunity to contribute, but also to form local chapters / student clubs to join strong, rolling high impact development projects from day 1. This is something that can take years to develop from scratch... even the aspect of finding a trustworthy, rocksolid recipient of donations and funds in the target region can prove to be a lengthy and very frustrating matter. Also a tricky one, in case that funds generated with much sweat and tears get „lost“ in inefficient or corrupt avenues. 

Think of busy teachers and newbie student clubs. 100S, even 1,000s have joined Craig's initiative Free The Children, which tells us that there is great sense of giving, of interest to offer students practical Global Learning opportunities, and interest in joining rolling projects.  
 
Q 4 Can you relate to how this helps teachers and students take part? Have you experienced such projects at school? Have you heard of it from others at other schools? Whether yes or no, it tells you that there is huge need for doing better and that you as YL Coach have an outstanding �bundle of products� at hand to win interested еsers� and to be successful in realizing your good asporations for people and planet. Nice, huh? 



Funding for Projects 
is something that concerns community organizers, schools, civil socety, youth exchanges. You see that teaming up with YL offers people in those sectors excellent opportunity to make NEW REMARKABLE APPLICATIONS that have what funding applications always seek � active participation, relevant impact, media presence, self-organized follow-up. This also means local YL Coaches can become included in such funding budgets as third party partner that guides workshops etc.

Q 5 Any remarks on this? If this makes you think Оha, this fits me or my friends�... don't hesitate to talk to us. We can also accompany the whole project or become official partner.



#BeMoreAwesome Online Crash Course Phase 1 
Step 8 At School

Reflection Form

Alright, CELEBRATION!!!! We are zooming in to the most important youth leadership activation sphere of all... the entire young generation's daily hangout : SCHOOL … and by now you understand why YL puts focus #1 on guiding Crash Courses at school, activating Changemaker Student Clubs, connecting with teachers as Allies, and all of that part of our global Tribe. We won't even ask why this We Schools and We Day miracle hasn't had 4-page articles in every single news, family and youth magazine in your country. We focus on what matters … so here's your spectacular stories of youth doing stuff organized as club at school.

Q 1 Okay, anything you want to say on your experience of this page and its videos. Speak your heart. Your words may find their way into our quotes collection. As usual, be entirely true to yourself. 



Q 2 Would you like to see such things happen in all your town's and country's school?


We will discuss it later. Right now, it would be based on assumptions. Remember, we don't like assumptions. FACT IS : The world is getting ready. Schools, teachers, students, parents have changed enormously over the past 3 years. Also during lockdown. In cities as well as small villages. We are really surprised by the responses we get since 2020. You will be surprised what shows up when things get rolling again.  We won't wait with YL rollout though. Now is the right time.

Let's stay on your Crash Course trail. No time to get bored or think small. Next up, youth changing industries. #bemoreawesome

CASSANDRA
ENERGY
10


Advanced






9









8









7









6









5









4









3









2









1










inspiring
Lives impacted
Easy
badass
cute
fun
Heart-warming
Mind opening speaker
Strong video

Trains others


Needed in my town

Fit for age 5+


Needed in my country

Fit for age 12+


Certainly there exist people that love it

Fit as school activity


I know someone that can make use of this story, solution, contact, tool (list names)
Superpower



YL Speaker
Yes

I can contribute to / do this easily, soon (text)
Project Partner 
-


Travel Destination
-




EMMA
LEARNING
10


Advanced






9









8









7









6









5









4









3









2









1










inspiring
Lives impacted
Easy
badass
cute
fun
Heart-warming
Mind opening speaker
Strong video

Trains others


Needed in my town

Fit for age 5+


Needed in my country

Fit for age 12+


Certainly there exist people that love it

Fit as school activity


I know someone that can make use of this story, solution, contact, tool (list names)
Superpower



YL Speaker
Yes

I can contribute to / do this easily, soon (text)
Project Partner 
-


Travel Destination -



MEGHANA
DEVELOPMENT
10


Advanced






9









8









7









6









5









4









3









2









1










inspiring
Lives impacted
Easy
badass
cute
fun
Heart-warming
Mind opening
Strong video

Trains others


Needed in my town

Fit for age 5+


Needed in my country

Fit for age 12+


Certainly there exist people that love it

Fit as school activity


I know someone that can make use of this story, solution, contact, tool (list names)
Superpower



YL Speaker
-

I can contribute to / do this easily, soon (text)
Project Partner 
-


Travel Destination
-




ANA
ENVIRONMENT
10


Advanced






9









8









7









6









5









4









3









2









1










inspiring
Lives impacted
Easy
badass
cute
fun
Heart-warming
Mind opening speaker
Strong video

Trains others


Needed in my town

Fit for age 5+


Needed in my country

Fit for age 12+


Certainly there exist people that love it

Fit as school activity


I know someone that can make use of this story, solution, contact, tool (list names)
Superpower



YL Speaker
-

I can contribute to / do this easily, soon (text)
Project Partner 
-


Travel Destination
-




ADORA
LEARNING
10


Advanced






9









8









7









6









5









4









3









2









1










inspiring
Lives impacted
Easy
badass
cute
fun
Heart-warming
Mind opening speaker
Strong video

Trains others


Needed in my town

Fit for age 5+


Needed in my country

Fit for age 12+


Certainly there exist people that love it

Fit as school activity


I know someone that can make use of this story, solution, contact, tool (list names)
Superpower



YL Speaker
-

I can contribute to / do this easily, soon (text)
Project Partner 
-


Travel Destination
-




CRAIG / WE
DEVELOPMENT
10


Advanced






9









8









7









6









5









4









3









2









1










inspiring
Lives impacted
Easy
badass
cute
fun
Heart-warming
Mind opening speaker
Strong video

Trains others


Needed in my town

Fit for age 5+


Needed in my country

Fit for age 12+


Certainly there exist people that love it

Fit as school activity


I know someone that can make use of this story, solution, contact, tool (list names)
Superpower
WE Schools service learning curriculum, WE Day


YL Speaker - via WE

I can contribute to / do this easily, soon (text)
Project Partner 
-


Travel Destination
with WE programs




A note : You may hear criticism of WE Day, and we have already explained on the page that with YL, we follow a different approach from loud popular culture events with tv celebrities and prime ministers. Adora and others that have attended WE Day have explained that it is not perfect and one should be aware of the work that remains to be done to amplify positive potentials. But genius as they are, they also see the enormous virtues of WE Day and WE programs, the experiences of millions of kids involved and the impact made on millions of kids and adult communities in India, Africa and South America. People that would live in utter misery, slavery or be dead by hunger and violence had not the kids in WE teams created a life in peace and worth living for them. 

Hence, here are important things that YOU as YL Coach and as a thinking being must realize. 
	at YL, we have seen how Craig launched Shameless Idealist shows before 2008 because young people that put up posters for environmental issues or cared for development were SHAMED and ridiculed by their peers. This still happens in many places. He has totally changed this. It is now cool to do good.
	In your country, your town, your schools � are there relevant positive change projects that change the lives of the poorest and most vulenrable children and communities on then planet? If not, you and all your oh so important civil society organizations and critics of Craig's work have failed miserably for half a century. And in that ocean of incompetence, a 12 year old set out to help those abandoned 200 million children by doing whatever it needs to get people's attention and get kids up to help other kids; even if it means blaring loudspeakers and music stars and paying the Trudeaus a speakers fee (which we at YL would NEVER do, but as at YL also haven't got our work into 20,000 schools yet, right? He has made creating a good world for all part of learning culture at over 20,000 schools with 50,000 teachers that chose to do this, with 3 million kids involved in classrooms and 300,000 in We student clubs. What have you and your organizations achieved? 
	So, we as sane human beings with wit see that Craig has broken the ground in a grossly uncaring, unsustainable society and proven a success model at grand scale � which is the foundation for us as YL � and YOU to build on. So, for us at YL, Craig will always be humbly respected as a a pure heart and a world champ. His WE Day and WE schools example is the mega scale example of youth taking action at all schools in collaboration with teachers and rich benefits for learning culture that gives tangible hope that we can make a shift at societal scale AT SCHOOLS.
	And we BUILD on the foundation by going beyond service learning, with the whole instrumentarium of YL. 
	Spend a moment thinking of the difference � whether you only know of individual youth and clubs like drops in the ocean ... or that you see that is not only a dream or possible but already happening at 20,000 schools. Reminder: fridaysforfuture would be little relevant if only 500 youth had participated, and teachers had not caught on. If only 7 million strikers did not stop at protests for 2 hours on fridays, but do projects #fulltimeforfuture once they realize that they are the experts. That's what we are up to.





#BeMoreAwesome Online Crash Course Phase 1 
Step 9 Changing Industries

Reflection Form

Q 1 Alright, you have seen youth that directly challenge dirty industries, and others that create new models as alternatives to dirty industries. Which is part of making them obsolete.
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To round it off, here's something that matters much for YL Coaches:
Stephen has defined a National Heatlh & Wellness Centre built around a core curriculum of growing food in schools. Before, he did it at his school, but teachers at other schools didn't know how to replicate it. The Centre is a compact model, with modules to activate step by step. Simple. It is now applied at 2,500 schools.

Likewise, with YL,
we define a National Youth Leadership Learning Centre built around an exhibit on youth leadership (posters + music + films on computers or on smartphones via QR code links = multi-media exhibit), a compact modular model with an easy step by step guide and a global partner network. Exhibit, Coach, self-learning materials, guided Crash Course for school classes, action guides, activities for children and families, plus organize video meets with hero*ines, plus invite local coaches to teach on bee-keeping, permaculture, etc. 

This LearnSpace can be set up at school � but also at public libraries, community centres, in parks, also temporary at events. Then, you send flyers to schools, publish articles in media, on civil society newsletters � to invite the general public to your space � the *only* space in town to learn to do projects, plan and realize them. Plus, you extend invitation to activated youth teams to make this their Outer School HQ, to unite youth from the district's schools. Makes sense? 

We support YL Coaches in setting them up (simple), promoting them to various local allies and evolve them with actions and international project partners AND we help you address local problems and potentials. 

It need not be YOU that sets it up. Teachers, librarians … etc can do this aligned with their professional purpose.

May this add to your vision and confidence of your future path ahead. 

Okay, time to meet someone doing something with NATURE.



#BeMoreAwesome Online Crash Course Phase 1 
Step 10 Environment

Reflection Form

Q 1 Alright, environment. How was your experience? What stood out? How does it relate to your region? And to your personal interests?




On this page, you find few videos, since we don't want you to spend more hours on the Crash Course than necessary to form the solid feel for Youth Leadership. You will notice that you hardly have enough facts and memorable moments to tell stories. There is a great lesson in this. By now,
	You have a feeling that stories are a YL Coach's strongest tool
	You feel you need to know more on these, and that's what Hero*ines' Online Profiles are for 
	You understand why we select Hero*ines with a mix of (1) powerful implemented solution, (2) well visually documented online, (3) replicable by youth everywhere, (4) accessible via chat or video for Q&A 

Leave it with this for now, use what you can do rate them. 
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That's about it. 

Is there anything else that comes to mind in terms of � the enormous need for protecting, restoring our most sacred of all, the Queendom Of Nature, the source of all our dreams, the birdsong, of totems, of cat, tiger, elephant and dolphin stickers we put on pyjamas and children's books. Once they are no more, they will become as dull as �dinosaurs�. Hence, ecosystem restoration is a big topic with us. Youth can play an enormous role in it. You have seen Ana restore a watershed. Likewise, 1,000 youth can plant many things in 1 hour. What if they decide to spend a super fun, adventurous summer camp on this? 

Ah, a word on a YL program that can be adapted to other regions. 

Pan-European School partnerships

With YL, we seek to reanimante collaboration between West and East European Schools as it existed in Cold War times pre-1990. Why? Because Eastern Europe still has enormous „development“ issues in terms of poverty, prostitution, human trafficking, corruption, mafia, and now also illegal logging, damning rivers, gold mining … destroying nature and killing protectors. This said, Eastern Europe also still HAS large pristine landscapes of mountains with bears, bison, wild rivers, slow rivers to wade in and find gold and gemstones, rural regions with ancient wooden churches, horse carriages, and agriculture without poisons. In other words – Europe's Rocky Mountains, little developed, no need for airplane flights to other continents, and good soils and potentials for organic agriculture. Further, lower income needs. In short, enormous potentials for collaboration with Western Europe which is hyper developed, 0.1% wilderness left, more prosperous, in need for … a lot, too. Combine them, and you have a dream team seeking the same cultural way of life, humanism, liberties, libertarian democracy, no cultural barriers to overcome, no oceans to cross. So, let's get going on healing the broken situation and create the Europe we all LOVE to see. 

This time, schools do not meet to converse on culture and peace, but for projects to protect and restore natural and cultural heritage, for social entrepreneurship and small business and small, also YOUTH-LED tourism in urban and remote rural regions where youth live disconnected, and where lack of drive and solutions result in apathy, poverty, prostitution, mafia, trafficking... which sips over into Western Europe. 

Schools's youth crews collaborate and meet, also with exchanges, family tourism, individual visits and summer camps. Along trails of collaborating schools we develop
	wildlife migration trails
	fairy trail travel … along amazing destinations, with youth-led guiding and hosting, an app for the general public
	and what else comes to mind


This model can be meshed and expended and adapted, also in other regions of the world with different cultural and historic heritage and mess. A core aspect is bringing, let's say it primitively – rich and poor schools together (that's a big deal in Africa, Central America, the USA etc.) to solve problems and build a future of peace, joy and abundance for their generation for the next 70 years (because otherwise, soon also the well off will no longer be able to enjoy their party lifestyle and be afraid to walk outside after 6pm / 18h00 like in the dysfunctional USA and South Africa). 

An important role in this play Magical Coaches that offer video meetings, excursions and more on
	state of the environment and restoration programs
	crime etc


Michaela Yordanova is an experienced biologist, mountain guide etc. with an interest in cycles in nature and on fire to protect and restore Bulgaria's wildlife, also in terms of climate change. She is one example of awesome experts available for video meetings, work and tourism visits.  

Q 2 Depending on the region you live in, this may have sparked ideas. If so, let us hear what you think. We can work with you to grow this program with you and your focus passion, your friendly relations. WE ARE HERE TO HELP.



#BeMoreAwesome Online Crash Course Phase 1 
Step 11 OCEAN

Reflection Form

Q 1 Youth can only do so much on the Ocean, but they have shown quite a scope and it does have relevant effect and impact � especially if we dream a little bigger � WE School dimension style along coasts. Let us hear what you think of what you've read and your ideas, especially if you live along coasts or would love to protect an island or stretch of coast dear to your heart.




Q 2 Melati and Isabel's speech � how did you experience it?




Q 3 They started at age 11, inspired, without hidden agenda, on fire to rid their islands of ugly plastic bags and trash � remember page 4, and the issue whether kids can start by themselves, without parent or adult pressure? What's your idea of self-determined kid and youth power BY NOW? 





Q 3 Melati and Isabel tell of growing up at Green School Bali. What feeling and vision does this raise in you on � schools in your region?





Q 4 Their approach to banning plastic bags (which is in full effect by now) � and the greater challenge of cleaning up rivers from meters thick layers of garbage and beaches from continous garbage flow from the ocean � requires team, tricks, but no outerworldish resources or skills. They are also very happy � digging trash doesn't make them unhappy. Doing something that �adults should be doing� (another idiot argument) doesn't make them unhappy. Because adults are not doing it, so we do it. And now they are happy to see their island cleaner. Is it an issue in your region? Is it an issue you care strongly about? If so, in Phase 2, you could build a rough Roadmap on achieving it, using and adapting steps that Melati and Isabel mentioned. Couldn't all schools in beautiful regions that got uglified by trash do this? 
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Q 5 Melati and Isabel got inspired by Тignificant People� at school � Nelson Mandela, Princess Diana (??!!), Gandhi � have you found inspiration by role models at school? Elsewhere?



Q 6 With the youth stories that you have experienced by now. What additional � (?) � might they add compared to common stories of adult advocates for peace and justice? 




Q 7 What will happen once the stories of dozens of teen hero*ines are omni-present at school? We want to know. At how many schools in your region could you, friends and allies make that happen? If you get permission � how long would that take?




#BeMoreAwesome Online Crash Course Phase 1 
Step 12 MEDIA

Reflection Form

Q 1 Youth-created media of various sort. What's been your experience watching these clips? Were you surprised? Think of feelings. Were you bored? Enthusiastic? 



Q 2 In your life, you have seen countless short or long film clips on hiking - on unhealthy food ingredients - you have heard music on social or youth challenges. Has this experience been different?



Q 3 Do you remember other great youth produced films, music videos? This can of course also be in other languages! We are global. Other languages than english help us with different user groups, to inspire people elsewhere with their example, and we can create subtitles. If you know any, we would love to hear of them, so we can include them in our Resources or even team up with the producers.



Q 4 Do you consider media for positive change created by youth a valuable asset for society that deserves to get broader exposure and participation? Why?



Q 5 Who else might agree?



Q 6 Which are benefits for Key Professionals that we pay special attention to with YL?

Make a list how such media are useful for them, as tool, or as inspiration, etc. (you may also think of other forms of media, such as posters, books, crash course etc)

Writing this down helps YOU put yourself in their skin, understand win-win benefits and highlight those to them, in funding applications etc.

It opens eyes for alliances and boosts counrage and confidence to find allies in these highly influential groups with big reach to youth and citizenry

Group
Benefits
Ideas
Teachers


Public Librarians


Journalists


Councillors


Civil Society Organizations



Also

Parents


Youth 


YL Coaches


Refugee Camps


Orphanages





As you have seen, kid activists can create their own media. Also Lulu created her fun video clips herself, as early as age 13.

This page has great value for you, some of which may not be apparent. The value is for your practice as a YL Coach and with young people, to create films for greater reach. 

Many people hold too high standards on film production, sub/consciously from advertizing, from documentary films, and youtubers with a fat budget! These quality standards are entirely unnecessary, waste time and hold people back from simply creating media. You will later hear from the king of youtube who creates the most awesome professional films that „you need no expensive camera or gear or cranes – all that you need is STORY.“ Your story, told with your passion and feelings. Authentic. 

Of such stories, you and Youth Teams (will) have plenty! YL Youth Teams have their own spectacular multifaceted unfolding adventures to tell. Made easy by a Tribe of fellow hero*ine protagonists that they work with!

MOST of your and their productions should be self-made using phones, low priced cameras, action cams, and free video editing software. Easy. Use MONEY for other things. Do it yourself. Don't wait to get expensive or volunteer camera people to come in. Use your TIME for other things. You can once in a while team up with volunteer or  tv filmmakers to create a tv standard film, since also this format will finds its purpose and flair and ambience. However – filmmakers are not changemakers. They may do good, but they may also *change* and tweak the feel … because that's what filmmaking does to create atmosphere. You can do this once in a while, but in general you simply want the blunt TRUTH. 

Truth is enough when spoken by Great People. You can view John D Liu's messages or conversations with experts … sitting back in nature, musing, he doesn't even care to edit the final 3 seconds when he leans forward to click the button to stop the recording. Or to add an intro, outro or music jingle. No need for it. Also, Russell Brand sits at home, with a cam and speaks and countless people listen. No need for playing clown, for make-up, putting on a mask, or setting up a studio. Likewise, Alicia sits at home, speaks to the people. 

Likewise, changemaker youth crews have story to tell and are fun to watch. 

With this, we as badass world experts, as YL Coaches, as teachers and youth teams set an excellent example to all other youth. Be yourself. No need for big money, putting on a masquerade, planning a show, spending days editing videos „so someone likes watching it“. We have other things to do. The only things to watch out for  are 
	STABLE camera
	OKAY lighting
	OKAY sound 
	FOCUS on upper body, not feet, roofs and clouds


That's not complicated. No need for going to film school. No need for „experts“. You all know this from selfies. You have a feeling for what makes a good photo. You see, there's a reason why a generation grows up with youtube and instagram. Now we'll use those skills with meaning, purpose and relevant content. Plus, we involve and empower „the audience“ - our fellow caring citizen friends watching.
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Colli Crew


What say?


Being a White student at a Black school


What say?


Say Something Nice Social Expoeriment


What say?


Free Hugs 


What say?




Q 7 Now that you have checked back on the clips and their astonishing scope
	radio show
	youtube show
	documentary
	art
	music
	social experiment
	social experiment / campaign 

and that we have highlighted what makes youth-created media for positive change so cool for many … let's think once more about our target space #1 : SCHOOL. 

a) What has been your experience with media production and use at school? This can be your own or stories you have heard of in media or from friends or colleagues.


b) Would it be adventurous, fun, popular with students to create such formats

From your own view, based on everything you know, and school usually being boring, with projects rarely seeing the light of the public, rarely worth sharing with friends and family

Rate how exciting, fun and fun challenge these projects are be for students to be done at SCHOOL. It's not likes that matter!!.
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Radio show on positive change like Golden Kids
Youtube show on ugly stuff in foods like Coral
Outdoor adventure or hike + film on natural and cultural heritage like Abbie
Artwork in service of boosting a positive change project like Olivia
Music for positive change, to heal a local issue like Colli Crew
Say Some-thing Nice Social Ex-periment in public, and film it
Free Hugs initiative in public space, pedestrial zone, town fest, and film it



Once more, consider the scope of creativity and collaboration that goes into them, when groups work on them. That's WHAT TEACHERS LOVE TO SEE! It's what makes a project аedagogical high value� and can score awards. It's not likes that matter!!
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Radio show on positive change like Golden Kids
Youtube show on ugly stuff in foods like Coral
Outdoor adventure or hike + film on natural and cultural heritage like Abbie
Artwork in service of boosting a positive change project like Olivia
Music for positive change, to heal a local issue like Colli Crew
Say Some-thing Nice Social Ex-periment in public, and film it
Free Hugs initiative in public space, pedestrial zone, town fest, and film it


Further, consider the experiences gained in the process of creation. These experiences go beyond the media work, beyond teamwork. It's obvious for Abbie's example, you discover nature, local history and yourself in an entirely new way. It's WHAT TEACHERS LOVE TO SEE. It's what makes a project аedagogical high value� and can score awards. It's not likes that matter!!
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Radio show on positive change like Golden Kids
Youtube show on ugly stuff in foods like Coral
Outdoor adventure or hike + film on natural and cultural heritage like Abbie
Artwork in service of boosting a positive change project like Olivia
Music for positive change, to heal a local issue like Colli Crew
Say Some-thing Nice Social Ex-periment in public, and film it
Free Hugs initiative in public space, pedestrial zone, town fest, and film it

So … you now know that you have some super fun, high value educational media projects at hand. And what makes them MAGIC. And there are more.

If you know a teacher, if you have a youth group, if you have a community center, a youth club, if you are a youth, if you know a youth … this is what you / they can do... and also share and pitch to their favorite teachers (to spark it together) … and to show and share on local news media … so the message travels, since this generates demand
	by teachers to present it at school, with the goal that students follow your example
	by youth that like to join in your work, or contribute videos from their part of town or the world



Also, HIGHLY IMPORTANT.

Normally, video creations are by themselves and lost on the internet. But with YL, we do with them what we do with teen hero*ine videos and stories from 2013, or with Craig's clip from 1995 … all of which are timeless …
	we tell them in YL Magazine
	we tell them in YL social media 
	we include them in YL Teaching Tools

which gives them greater reach, purpose and growth
all of which adds to motivation in creating them, in pedagogical value, and it also adds some nice reference to creators' CV.


Q 8 Any new revelations or ideas raised? Questions? Concrete actions envisaged?




Please remember forever 
SEND US AWESOME STORIES, VIDEOS, MUSIC, ART 

You now understand what makes them so precious and how much more power they can unfold when shown to young people in action-oriented context, instead of a 30 second fame flash on „the internet“. 





#BeMoreAwesome Online Crash Course Phase 1 
Step 13 PEACEMAKERS

Reflection Form

Hopefully, we young people have once again shattered your worldview for the better.

Q 1 Пeacemakers go where there is no peace.� Did this ring a bell in you? Will it in others?



Q 2 Mayerly. What say? How have you felt reading it? 




Q 3 What moments of Mayerly's journey do you remember?



Q 4 Skateistan. What say?



Q 5 Allison. What say?



Hers is a truly powerful example, since mental health is an issue also in places where people don't think of doing good for people and planet. It's an enormous example of youth taking on something huge in their lives that is totally ignored by adults and would be handled by expensive counselling or even psycho-pharma industry approaches, both of which have huge gaps in trust and efficiency. Youth speaking truth from the Heart is a simple way to go. 

Self-organized peer-to-peer work among youth adds an enormous solution, for the low affected and for the harsh affected youth who gain 1+ hours per day with youth sharing their stories voluntarily at no cost, on top of the 1 hour per week with a professional psychologist (at best). Society cannot pay for this, even if it wanted to. Youth (=volunteers, en masse) have the power to solve it. 

Remember it! There will come times to share this example! You now also have a strong model solution and contact that can consult youth. 

Plus, there's Diana.

Q 6 Diana. What say?




Q 7 YES! Jams. What say? What feelings or revelations did this clip evoke in you? 




Q 8 What YES! Jam moments do you remember? (no need to repeat, if you mentioned this in Q5)




Q 9 What initiatives of Jam participants do you remember? We know, that only few have been mentioned and very briefly. We are curious to hear if you could remember.



YES! Jams, by the way, are always in our thoughts when we think of YL Warrior Summer Camps. Different, but equally powerful, magical and birthing follow-up. 


Okay, so, you have these stories and videos in your quiver, now. Let's look at their points, shafts and feather's colors in detail. 
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Well, on the occasion...
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Q 10 How have you experienced AURORA :-) ? 




With YES! and AURORA, we have arrived at TWENS.

We are almost through with hero*ines. 

One more page, dedicated to TWENS. You won't feel bored. In fact, you will see matters that you really care about addressed and solved. Remember Craig. He started at age 12 and never stopped. You've seen what he has done as a twen, and at age 35, and he keeps going. He would never have created all that as adult had he not grown up with it as a teen and - at school. 

Now let's see what other teens started doing as twens.


#BeMoreAwesome Online Crash Course Phase 1 
Step 14 TWENS

Reflection Form

Okay, the final lot. Before we share some useful wisdom, here's to express your emotional charge

Q 1 A few words on Abbie's journey since she quit school and joined the Kilimajaro expedition. How do you like her scope of productions. Do you see value in her as a Speaker with school classes? And as an outdoors / media project example? Do you know of similar young outdoors + media producers that we might include in YL?


Q 2 Rachel. Just a few words on how you perceive her and what she does. 



By the way. During her work with Campus In Power she received coaching at Wild Gift � a foundation that takes budding young changemakers on a journey in the wild with project coaches � to refine their vision. https://fellows.wildgift.org This gives you an idea what YL provides to kids age 8 to 18 (and beyond) by uniting them with changemakers and coaches. And what blessings you as YL Coach can provide to kids … and to the world that benefits of their deeds … simply by opening them a door to YL programs #bemoreawesome
